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German Rail Vehicle Con-
struction in the Context of 
Market Globalisation

Rail vehicle construction is a comparatively small

industry. If the electrical and air-conditioning equipment

for rail vehicles, signalling and operating technology,

track and energy supply and the components for such

products are included, the rail industry accounts for

around 0.5% of total industrial output. In Germany this

branch has a long tradition, but recent decades have

been characterised by steady contraction. Rail transport

has scarcely benefited at all from the rising demand for

transport services. In the light of the environmental

problems caused by road transport, however, the task of

developing new transport concepts is becoming increas-

ingly urgent. The transport-technical solutions required

place new demands on the rail vehicle industry. The pri-

vatisation of the German railways ("rail reform") and

the need to open up overseas markets require adjust-

ments to the supply profile. The branch is currently

undergoing a process of structural renewal. On top of

this comes the need, in the wake of German Unification,

to reduce excess capacity, as firms in eastern Germany

suffered an almost complete loss of demand from east-

ern Europe. At the global level, however, the demand for

rail-linked transport systems is high and rising. In the

medium to long term this should exert a positive effect

on the rail vehicle industry in Germany, although the

pressure on prices will remain.1

Changing market conditions

Since the mid-1980s the rail industry2 has undergone

a fundamental structural change: electrical engineering

and electronics firms have bought up rolling stock and

locomotive construction companies in order to establish

themselves on the market as suppliers of complete rail

systems. This strategy, initiated by the Swedish com-

pany ASEA (since the fusion with BBC trading under

the name ABB) and the French company GEC Alsthom,

was adopted by German companies at the end of the

1980s.

The main motives behind this trend are of a market

strategic nature, such as the expectation that efficient

systems suppliers with experience in managing large-

scale infrastructure projects are in a better market posi-

tion than conventional rolling stock suppliers. Techno-

logical developments have also been conducive to the

desire of electrical engineering firms to establish a lead-

ing position in the system market, as electrical engineer-

ing and electronics account for an increasing proportion

of the value of rail vehicles.

EU policies have also provided an impetus to the

restructuring of the rail industry. With the completion of

the European Single Market, railway companies were

obliged to invite for tenders on a European scale. This

has effectively opened up the previously national rail

markets to international competition.

On top of this, in Germany the rail industry has had

to adjust to the rail reform. The effects of this for the

industry were as follows:

– establishment of the Deutsche Bahn AG (DB AG) as

a private company;

– foundation of the Eisenbahnbundesamt (EBA _ Fed-

eral Railway Office) as a regulatory body responsi-

ble for "sovereign" tasks;

– division of track and transport;

– payment of charges for the use of track;

– opening of the track network to third parties.

It was readily apparent that this reform would lead

to changes in the demand behaviour of the rail compa-

nies and that the producers of rail vehicles would have

to adapt to tougher competitive conditions. In addition,

the German rail industry was affected in a very specific

way by the political upheaval in eastern Europe and by

German Unification. The GDR had developed substan-

tial productive capacity in rail vehicle _ especially roll-

ing stock _ construction, largely oriented to supplying

the CMEA countries and in particular the USSR. This

led to a substantial capacity overhang in the unified

Germany. The privatisation of the GDR industrial com-

bines and their conversion into private companies also

had an effect on rail vehicle construction in western Ger-

many.

German rail vehicle construction after unifi-
cation: the point of departure

In international terms Germany is one of the world's

leading producers and exporters of rail vehicles. The

1  This report is a summary of a study commissioned by the Federal

Economics Minister and available in German as a manuscript from the

DIW: R. Hopf, H. Kuhfeld, H. Link, J.-P. Weiß and H. Wessels with the

collaboration of A. Haid and K. Hornschild, Lage und Perspektiven der

deutschen Schienenfahrzeugindustrie. Gutachten des DIW im Auftrag

des Bundesministers für Wirtschaft, Berlin, September 1995.

2  The rail industry encompasses, in addition to rail vehicle construc-

tion, electrical and air-conditioning equipment for rail vehicles, signal-

ling and operating technology, track and energy supply, and the

components for such products.
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Table 1

Output, Exports, Imports and Domestic Supply of Rail Vehicles in Germany
DM millions

Products 19901) 1991 1992 1993 1994

Production

Locomotives (incl. parts) 290 492 598 554 329

Railcars, trams 199 583 580 877 1 429

Passenger carriages 452 2 295 2 015 1 617 1 137

Goods waggons 375 1 070 771 520 260

Parts for rail vehicles 489 1 078 1 095 951 825

Total 1 806 5 518 5 059 4 518 3 980

of which: west Germany 1 806 2 700 2 579 2 535 2 581

east Germany . 2 818 2 480 1 982 1 399

Exports2)

Locomotives (incl. parts) 215 221 436 281 334

Railcars, trams 130 161 64 334 252

Passenger carriages 28 1 026 1 357 1 016 584

Goods waggons 108 659 334 167 90

Parts for rail vehicles 198 341 375 380 334

Total 679 2 408 2 566 2 178 1 594

Imports

Locomotives (incl. parts) 8 87 17 17 .

Railcars, trams 12 49 1 2 .

Passenger carriages 5 11 9 98 .

Goods waggons 48 159 183 129 .

Parts for rail vehicles 96 161 228 239 .

Total 169 467 438 485 .

Domestic supply3)

Locomotives (incl. parts) 83 358 179 290 .

Railcars, trams 81 471 517 545 .

Passenger carriages 429 1 280 667 699 .

Goods waggons 315 570 620 482 .

Parts for rail vehicles 387 898 948 810 .

Total 1 296 3 577 2 931 2 825 .

1) 1990 west Germany. — 2) For 1994 figures from the Verband der Deutschen Bahnindustrie (Branch Association for the Rail Industry). — 3) Output minus exports plus
imports.
Sources: Federal Statistical Office; Verband der Deutschen Bahnindustrie (VDB) (Branch Association for the Rail Industry); DIW calculations.
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unification of the country meant the addition of produc-

tive capacity from east Germany of approximately the

same order of magnitude as that existing in western

Germany. The production structures in the two halves

of the country were rather different, however: at the time

of unification east German production focused on the

Table 2

Output of the German Rail Vehicle Construction Industry1)

Products 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

West Germany

Locomotives (excl. electric locomotives.) 173 173 149 . .

Railcars, trams 167 154 180 . .

Passenger carriages 377 749 602 . .

Goods waggons 3 195 3 258 2 457 . .

East Germany

Railcars, trams . 120 73 . .

Passenger carriages . 1 380 1 399 . .

Goods waggons . 3 328 2 636 . .

Germany

Locomotives (excl. electric locomotives) . 173 149 141 123

Railcars, trams . 274 253 423 628

Passenger carriages . 2 129 2 001 1 401 933

Goods waggons . 6 586 5 093 3 958 2 266

1) Output of manufacturing and mining firms with 20 or more employees and of service companies with at least 20 employees; excluding parts.
Source: Federal Statistical Office.

Table 3

Turnover and Employment in the German Rail Vehicle Construction Industry1)

Turnover/employment
West Germany Germany

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Turnover (DM millions)

Locomotive construction 354 395 715 490 317

Waggon construction 1 419 2 266 1 929 4 215 3 858

Field and industrial rail construction 35 37 41 10 9

Repairs to rail vehicles 223 223 217 440 369

Total 2 031 2 921 2 902 5 155 4 553

Employment (persons)

Locomotive construction 2 355 2 105 2 205 2 078 1 828

Waggon construction 9 893 10 955 10 393 23 398 20 851

Field and industrial rail construction 204 208 205 44 49

Repairs to rail vehicles 19 485 18 668 18 554 40 962 36 292

of which: official rail repair works 17 000 16 400 14 500 36 900 32 900

Total 31 937 31 936 31 357 66 582 59 020

Total excl. official rail repair works 14 937 15 536 14 857 29 682 26 120

1) Rail-related divisions, turnover and employment of manufacturing and mining firms with 20 or more employees and service companies with at least 20 employees. —
2) DIW estimates.
Source: Federal Statistical Office.
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construction of goods waggons and passenger carriages,

largely for eastern Europe and especially the USSR,

whereas west German firms also produced locomotives

on a large scale. Although it is following the introduc-

tion of high-speed rail travel that rail travel has become

significantly more attractive, only around 10% of the

gross output of the rail vehicle construction industry is

accounted for by vehicles for the high-speed market.

Vehicles for local rail passenger transport account for

around one half of total output.

West Germany

In west Germany the output of rail vehicles has

remained quite constant over recent years at DM 2.5 bil-

lion p.a. This constant figure conceals a significant

increase in railcars and trams, and a parallel decrease in

passenger carriages, goods waggons and locomotives,

however. These trends, in turn, reflect the restructuring

of the DB AG towards railcars and motor-driven trains.

Prior to unification the west German rail vehicle indus-

try exported around one third of its output; this figure

has almost certainly increased since then. At the start of

the 1990s the industry (excluding the railway's own

repair works) employed around 15 000 people, of which

around two thirds were active in rolling stock construc-

tion (including railcars and trams). Since then the

number of employees is thought to have declined. 

East Germany

In the GDR most rail vehicles were produced in one

of two industrial combines. In the LEW Kombinat in

Henningsdorf, near Berlin, 15 000 employees produced

locomotives and railcars. Soon after unification the rail

vehicle division of the combine was acquired by AEG,

which guaranteed the Treuhandanstalt that it would

employ at least 3 000 workers. 

The other large combine has been converted into the

Deutsche Waggonbau AG (DWA). In the GDR more

than 20 000 people were employed by the combine.

Three quarters of the workforce were shed between uni-

fication and mid-1995, at which point the DWA was pri-

vatised and sold to the American investment firm

Advent International. Employment is to be cut further:

to 3 200 by the year 2000, whereby on acquiring the

firm Advent International issued an employment guar-

antee for just 2 400 people. DWA's turnover fell from

DM 2 billion in 1991 to DM 1 billion in 1994; for the com-

ing years DWA is planning an annual turnover remain-

ing at the order of DM 0.8 to 0.9 billion.

The economic collapse of the successor states to the

USSR hit the DWA particularly hard. Both the federal

government and the Treuhandanstalt underlined their

commitment to maintaining the rail vehicle industry in

the new federal states. Exports to the CIS were initially

maintained by means of state-backed export guarantees

(Hermes guarantees). Additional support came from the

Table 4

Exports of German Rail Vehicles Products, by Leading Country1)

Countries 1990 1991 1992 1993

Total exports 716 2 409 2 566 2 178

of which: European Community 364 457 479 775

of which: Netherlands 186 195 243 526

Switzerland 67 87 46 57

Austria 49 71 71 74

USSR/CIS 3 1 471 1 440 716

Iran 43 84 91 30

1) 1990 west Germany.
Sourcers: Federal Statistical Office; DIW calculations.
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incorporation of the DWA into commissions granted by

the German state railway to the west German track

industry. 

Between 1991 and 1994 the output of rail vehicles in

east Germany fell by half to just DM 1.4 billion. There

has also been a drastic fall in the number of employees

in the rail vehicle industry (excluding the repair works).

Even so, in 1994 half of the total German workforce in

the rail vehicle industry (excluding maintenance works)

was employed in the new federal states.

Germany

Due to the sharp fall in output in eastern Germany,

in 1994 German output of rail vehicles was just DM 4.0

billion, compared with DM 5.5 billion in 1991. Exports,

alone, declined over the same period by DM 0.8 billion to

DM 1.6 billion. The export losses consist almost entirely

of sales by east German producers of rail vehicles to the

CIS.

The excess capacity in the east German rail vehicle

industry also led to adjustments in west Germany. Over-

all, the decline in employment in the German rail vehicle

industry is set to continue. The rail vehicle division of

Siemens and ABB Daimler-Benz transportation, the

product of the merger between the rail division of ABB

and AEG, have both announced further redundancies in

the face of the severe downward pressure on prices.

Moreover, further cuts in capacity are planned in east-

ern Germany. Large-scale orders by the German railway

network and from abroad have served to stabilise the

situation, however.

Figure 1

Process of Concentration among the Systems Producers of the Rail Vehicle Industry

Sources: Siemens; DIW.
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The European Single Market and German 
rail reform

Within the European Single Market, public transport

companies are now obliged to invite tenders for con-

tracts at European level. In the longer term this will

serve to intensify competition. Although, so far, few con-

tracts have been granted to foreign tenderers, the mere

fact that the invitations to tender have been opened to

foreign suppliers has led to substantial pressure on

prices. Increasingly tough competition on the German

domestic market had already forced firms to reduce

costs significantly and to rationalise production. This

could have positive effects in terms of international com-

petitiveness.

The signs of the impact exerted by the rail reform on

the demand behaviour of the DB AG are already evi-

dent. As a private company whose aim is to hold its own

on the transport market in the face of competition with

other means of transport, the DB AG must increasingly

become customer-oriented and cost-conscious. It must

offer its customers an attractive service in terms of roll-

ing stock and at the same time pay greater attention to

economic operation. 

In the past it was usual for the German Federal Rail-

way (Deutsche Bundesbahn), as was the case with other

nationalised rail networks, to set out highly detailed

specifications when inviting tenders. Frequently, new

rail vehicles were developed together with the industry,

whereby the railway company was in charge of the

project and was involved in all stages up to the receipt

and testing of prototypes. The public railway laid claim

to the rights to the design documents produced in the

course of development work and used them as a basis

for the specifications for invitation to tender.

Since the rail reform the DB AG has only set out

functional specifications in its invitations to tender; the

details of the technical execution are left to the rail vehi-

cle industry. For the railway company this has the

advantage of opening up a wider supply of vehicles

appropriate to its needs. Moreover, the railway company

avoids becoming involved in the cost-intensive process

of product development. This has increased the respon-

sibilities regarding product technology borne by indus-

try. In addition, it places additional requirements on

firms regarding product guarantees, marketing, and

research and development. The rail vehicle industry is

in the process of becoming a high-tech industry.

Market globalisation

The metamorphosis of German rail vehicle produc-

ers into systems suppliers is one of the consequences of

the internationalisation and globalisation of markets.

Table 5

Turnover and Employment of the World's Largest Rail Industry Concerns, Transport Division

Company Company status

Turnover
DM billions

Employees
1000 persons

1993 1994 1993 1994

ABB, Switzerland2)3) Complete systems supplier 4.6 4.7 16.1 15.8

AEG, Germany3) Complete systems supplier 1.5 1.9 8.3 7.8

GEC Alsthom, France4) Complete systems supplier 3.9 3.7 15.9 14.9

Siemens, Germany4) Complete systems supplier 3.6 4.3 10.7 12.0

Bombardier, Canada5) General supplier 1.6 1.6

Memo item:

DWA, Germany Specific supplier 1.6 1.0 7.1 5.7

1) Converted into DM. — 2) Financial year April to March. — 3) In 1995 the rail divisions of AEC and ABA merged. — 4) Financial year October to September. — 5) Financial 
year February to January.
Sources: Financial year reports of firms; DIW calculations.
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There is a significant demand potential for local trans-

port networks and high-speed connections in China, the

newly industrialising countries of south-east Asia and in

Latin America.

It is often extremely difficult to finance infrastruc-

ture projects of this type, however. Generally, firms only

have a chance of winning contracts in such large-scale

projects if they are in a position to make comprehensive

offers covering projecting, financing, project manage-

ment, delivery of the entire system _ track-bed, track,

energy supply, signalling, security and operating tech-

nology and staff training _ and its maintenance. Thus

the range of products and services goes far beyond that

of traditional rail vehicle construction. In many cases

such projects aim not only to solve transport problems,

but are also linked to industrial policy and developmen-

tal aims. This means that the systems supplier must

find cooperation partners on the ground _ if necessary

by setting up a subsidiary _ and must be prepared to

permit technology transfer. In addition, such concerns

also tend to have experience in other areas of imple-

menting large-scale public projects, such as electricity

generation and distribution systems and telecommuni-

cations. This makes it easier for them to gain access to

new markets.

Concentration processes in rail vehicle 
production

In the wake of the completion of the European Single

Market, a wave of mergers occurred throughout the

European rail industry, initiated by the French concern

GEC Alsthom and the Swedish-Swiss Asea-Brown-

Boveri group. Both of these concerns have developed

into systems suppliers. The German rail vehicle compa-

nies, too, have regrouped: by virtue of successive take-

overs, both Siemens and AEG have established them-

selves as systems suppliers. In 1995 the rail-related

activities of ABB and AEG were merged under the title

of ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation. With the excep-

tion of the DWA, all of the larger rail vehicle producers

in Germany have grouped together as systems suppli-

ers. In so doing they have adjusted to the changed ten-

dering and procurement practices of the German and of

European rail companies and have thus established the

conditions to be able to act as global players on interna-

tional markets.

From the point of view of electrical engineering com-

panies involved in rail equipment, the acquisition of

locomotive and rolling stock construction firms, and

thus the creation of "systemic" rail industry concerns,

was all but forced upon them. The research and develop-

ment input by firms constructing locomotives and roll-

ing stock has increased to the same extent that the rail

companies have withdrawn from vehicle development.

This has given firms some degree of competitive free-

dom of manoeuvre. At the same time, their ability to

passion increased costs on to prices has been curtailed

by the increasing competitive pressure.

The strength of "systems groups" clearly lies in the

construction of complete rail links. Their organisational

form is particularly advantageous in international deal-

ings. They have the appropriate distributional channels

at their disposal and are familiar with the financial

issues involved in such projects. They are more likely to

be in a position to take account of local content require-

ments by incorporating foreign subsidiaries or foreign

partner firms.

Besides the establishment of "systems groups" a sec-

ond model of corporate structure can also be observed:

the "general" rolling stock company, with a broad-based

international presence, whose focus is the interface

between mechanical and electrical engineering, but

which does not itself produce the electrical engineering

products. An example of this type of firm is Bombardier

Inc. The strengths of the "general company" lie in the

finely tuned configuration of rolling stock construction

and electrical engineering in those cases in which the

task is to integrate vehicles into an existing, customer-

specific rail system. In addition to firms in America,

Bombardier Inc. has acquired rail vehicle producers in

Belgium, France, Austria and Great Britain; in 1995 it

took over the Talbot rolling stock factory in Aachen,

Germany.

In the course of this development, the close relation-

ship between national producers and customers will

gradually disappear. In this process the rail industry

has only just embarked on a fundamental re-orientation.

The mergers leading to "systems groups" within con-

cerns and mergers in the supply industry for special

components and sub-systems all indicate that the indus-

try has recognised these challenges.

Merger and competition

The internationalisation and globalisation of mar-

kets has not only led to far-reaching structural changes

within the German rail vehicle construction industry;

the process of concentration has not been without its

impact on competitive relations in the German and

European markets. The "elephants' marriage", the

merger between AEG and ABB, which recently passed

investigation by the European Commission, represents a

partnership between two systems suppliers across
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national boundaries in order to be in a position to take

on the role of "global player". Both companies bring into

the ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation their respective

global activities in the field of rail technology. After

examining the application for the merger the EU Com-

mission considered that the planned merger gave rise to

serious concerns as to whether it could be reconciled

with the single market, and initiated full proceedings in

June 1995. In October 1995, however, it declared the joint

venture compatible with the common market.

The merger made ABB Daimler-Benz Transporta-

tion the world's leading producer of rail technology,

ahead of Siemens and GEC Alsthom. These three are the

only European systems suppliers. Together they

achieved average market shares in trams, underground

railways and electro-locomotives far in excess of 70% in

the years 1992 to 1994.

Although the merger in the area of rail technology

has led to a significant increase in concentration in Ger-

many, there is a worthy competitor on all markets in the

shape of Siemens. So far GEC Alsthom  _ through its

subsidiary Linke-Hoffmann-Busch _ is of minor impor-

tance as a competitor on the German market.

The following sub-markets of the rail technology

market can be distinguished with respect to the procure-

ment behaviour of the customers; the categories were

also used by the European Commission as a basis for its

decision on the merger:

– long-distance vehicles: electrical locomotives, diesel

locomotives, complete trains for long-distance travel,

passenger carriages and goods waggons,

– regional transport vehicles: electrically driven rail-

cars, diesel-driven railcars,

– local transport vehicles and systems: trams (includ-

ing local electric trains and the electrical parts of

trolley buses), underground vehicles, complete local

transport systems,

– track systems: track, track electricity supply, net-

work transmission and remote control technology,

train guidance and security systems, and

– other: maintenance and modernisation of rail vehi-

cles (without distinction between vehicle type), pas-

senger information systems, ticketing.

In geographical terms the Commission assumed that

markets were largely national in nature, primarily in

view of the different national product specifications (e.g.

different network voltages and frequencies, track widths

and safety systems)3 and the still predominant practice

of favouring national suppliers. It is very difficult to suc-

cessfully enter a market without the relevant know-how

and the necessary experience with the network volt-

ages.4 In order to promote competition and to facilitate

the move toward European standards, attempts are

being made within the EU to harmonise the technical

specifications of rail systems at European level. The

directives on public invitations to tender5 will, on bal-

ance, have the effect of intensifying competition. In a

number of Member States privatisation has increased

Figure 2

Market Shares of Systems Suppliers
in Germany, 1992 to 1994

Source: European Commission

3  In Germany, for instance, network voltage and frequency is based on

15 000 volt and 16 2/3 hertz; in northern and eastern France, Great

Britain, Spain (TAV lines) and the Nordic countries on 35 000 volt and

50 hertz; Italy, Belgium and Spain (broad track) utilise 3 000 volt direct

current; the Netherlands and southern and western France have 1 500

volt direct current.

4  The combined market share of AEG/ABB, Siemens and Elpro

amounted to 100% with respect to track, 80% to electricity supply.

The situation was not fundamentally different in France and Italy,

where domestic suppliers are also favoured. In France foreign firms

had virtually no chance. In Italy ABB did manage to gain a 24% share

of the market for track between 1992 and 1994. ABB achieved a mar-

ket share of 2% and Siemens of 5% in the area of electricity supply.

For market share figures cf. European Commission Case no. IV/M.580-

ABB/Daimler-Benz, based on figures provided by the firms involved.

5  Procurement Directive of the Council 90/531/EEC of 17. September

1990 as amended by Directive 93/38/EEC of 14. June 1993.
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the pressure on rail carriers to procure at lowest cost,

irrespective of the nationality of the supplier. The

extremely high cost of replacing the existing rail infra-

structure of the EU countries makes it seem unlikely _

all the more so in view of current fiscal policy con-

straints _ that there will be a fundamental change in this

situation in the coming years. National standards and _

linked to this _ safety considerations will have the effect

of conserving national markets for some time to come.

The efforts being made to harmonise the technical speci-

fications in the area of rail technology and to establish

trans-European rail links6 will not bear fruit until well

into the future.

It is still usually the case that domestic suppliers

enjoy an advantage over foreign competitors. The very

substantial costs involved in submitting a tender,

together with the relatively small chance of winning the

contract have meant that foreign suppliers tend only to

participate in bids for lucrative, large-scale projects. It is

for this reason that, in Germany, Siemens, ABB, AEG

and DWA together account for around 70% of the over-

all market for rail technology. The remaining orders are

divided up among smaller German suppliers and

imports. German firms have relatively small market

shares abroad; the four German firms mentioned above

account for just 1% of the French market, and have a

10% market share in Italy. The leading Italian firms

also only managed to gain negligible market shares in

France. Conversely, it is Italian firms that dominate the

domestic Italian market, on which even the French

group GEC Alsthom holds only a negligible share of the

market.

Despite these structural changes Germany is still

largely a national market. It is only in the markets for

goods waggons and passenger information services that

the degree of closure is less pronounced: due to the less

stringent technical requirements in the production of

such goods, (cheaper) foreign suppliers have an estab-

lished share of the market.

Apart from Germany it is only in Scandinavia that

foreign suppliers have significant market shares. The

Commission thus took the view that the merger did little

strengthen the already strong market position of ABB in

the Scandinavian area. Given that AEG, as a non-Scan-

dinavian firm, had already been successful here, other

large European suppliers could also count on success if

they were prepared to make the necessary efforts,

argued the Commission.

In Germany, the most important market for AEG,

ABB and Siemens, the merger was subjected to critical

commentary by the Federal Cartel Office. The way in

which the competitive situation in Germany will develop

will depend on the behaviour of the new customers fol-

lowing the rail reform.

In addition to DB AG, regional transport companies

are on the market as demanders of stationary plant for

regional transport and the corresponding rail vehicles.

Stationary plant for local transport and the correspond-

ing rail vehicles are also purchased by local authority

transport companies. According to the investigation by

the Commission, 54 local government transport compa-

nies are in the market for trams and four for under-

ground vehicles.

In the future ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation will

face competition not only from Siemens, but also from

GEC Alsthom which also, in the form of its mechanical

engineering subsidiary, Linke-Hoffmann-Busch, bids for

contracts. The same is true of the German subsidiary of

Bombardier Inc.: Talbot. In order to bid for such con-

tracts however, these firms require cooperation partners

in the area of electrical engineering and electronics. So

far the DWA, too, has only offered mechanical products,

although it is currently making efforts to develop its

own electrical capacities.

In view of the competitive strength of Siemens with

respect to key technologies, the high level of goodwill

enjoyed by the concern on the German market and its

financial strength, the Commission took the view that

ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation would not be able to

establish a position of market dominance over Siemens.

Siemens, it was argued, would be in a position to effec-

tively control any potential for the use of market power

that may arise. Siemens has significant shares in most

of the highly concentrated sub-markets in Germany on

which the new joint venture has a share. What is prob-

lematic is the constellation of just two systems suppli-

ers. This makes it impossible to preclude the danger of

collusion between the two market leaders in the future.

The Commission came to the conclusion, however, that

there is little danger of a duopoly dominating the mar-

ket. The reasons given for this include the demand-side

power of the Deutsche Bahn AG and the influence,

which should not be underestimated, of potential foreign

suppliers on the price-setting behaviour of the duopo-

lists.

Conclusion

In the guise of ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation

and Siemens, Germany has two powerful systems sup-

pliers in a good position to keep pace with other systems

suppliers on global markets. As in the air-travel indus-

6  In this context it should be mentioned that the EU is working on a

European Train Control System as part of the transport development

programme EURET.
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try it is conceivable that developments are moving

towards a uniform rail technology. Although the "buy

national" principle still dominates procurement prac-

tices, and national egos still dominate the development

of rail systems (ICE, TGV), growing competition from

Japan could force Europe to develop a European system.

This would significantly increase the chances of Euro-

pean industry in bidding for international contracts. For

this reason the EU should not relent in its efforts to

standardise European rail systems.

Alfred Haid, Jörg-Peter Weiß and Hans Wessels


